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ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure

that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist

for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not

transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and

use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products.   This much anticipated second edition of the most

successful new calculus text published in the last two decades retains the best of the first edition

while introducing important advances and refinements. Authors Briggs, Cochran, and Gillett build

from a foundation of meticulously crafted exercise sets, then draw students into the narrative

through writing that reflects the voice of the instructor, examples that are stepped out and

thoughtfully annotated, and figures that are designed to teach rather than simply supplement the

narrative. The authors appeal to studentsâ€™ geometric intuition to introduce fundamental concepts,

laying a foundation for the development that follows. Â  0321965175 / 9780321965172 Single

Variable Calculus: Early Transcendentals Plus NEW MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access

Card  Package Package consists of 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access

Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321954238 / 9780321954237
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This textbook was great especially for my Calc1 class. It came with a code for mymathlab.com. If



you use mymathlab.com(can only be used with teacher/professor) and use it thoroughly with your

professor/teacher you will do good in class. However after your finished with your mymathlab.com

with your teacher for that semester you cannot use it again without paying extra(to buy another

code)

Absolutely terrible book with complicated explanations and very few worked out examples of

problems. Highly recommend Stuart book for calc. Avoid this at all costs. Sadly was forced to use

this due to school policy. Also the solutions book to this text is as bad as the text itself if not worse.

Do not buy this package. If you really want proper solutions for this book subscribe to chegg.

Came in new condition - both the book and access code. Access code worked. Fast and excellent

service. Unfortunately, I didn't use it as I already had credit for calc. but depending on you're school

and major this book is sometime used for calc. 1 and calc. 2. (2 semesters). Resold the book for

~$75 after the semester was done. =)

The book was in bad condition when I received it, which is okay because it was considerably

cheaper. However, the access code does not work. MyMathLab will not let you use the access code

since it has already been used once. Such a terrible ripoff, but it's because of my own stupidity.

Product arrived in beat-up packaging courtesy UPS because the box was too big for the small book

it contained. The product suffered minor wear and tear; thankfully, nothing horrible happened to it

and the book is usable.

bought the book because it came with the access code. The access code worked fine, but I needed

chapters 11-14 and the book only goes to ch 10.

Came in with everything, but I would recommend the hardcover because the paperback textbook

will get creased and unappealing after a while.

It's an ok book for calculus, but I don't really like how they have it organized and I don't really like

the examples they use either.
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